Making your own
This activity provides
instructions for modelling
and painting your own
bird from paper clay.
Images of your favourite
bird can inspire the shape
and painting.
Then we’ll explore the fun of
finding or making a plinth and
creating a title for your work

Abdul-Rahman Abdullah, The Gift 2019, painted wood.
Collection, Bendigo Art Gallery, RHS Abbott Bequest Fund,
2019.

A plinth is something that
sculpture sits on; to add to the
story, to highlight, stabilise and
protect. By experimenting with
different plinths you can create
a story relating to your bird
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Image courtesy of the artist and MOORE CONTEMPORARY.
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Many sculptors are quite
inventive with what is used as
a plinth.

You will need
• paper clay
• modelling tools (you can use dining
utensils for this and pencils for groove
making)
• bowl of water
• a wipeable surface
• optional bits you can stick into the
paper clay such as; toothpicks, seeds,
beads, recycled tabs, plastic, feathers,
leaves, twigs, tiny pebbles, bottle caps,
buttons and wire to hang.
• acrylic paint/ gouache or ink for finer
marks
• brushes; coarse and fine
• water
• textas
Begin by using a small amount of paper
clay that is easily kneaded,squeezed,
pinched, rolled, flattened and modelled.
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You really don’t need much water or the
surface will become sticky.

Model the paper clay to the basic shape of your bird.

Add more paper clay for the features,
such as the crest and the tail. Score or
roughen the join first with a pencil tip
or butter knife, then smooth over using
your finger tips. Etch other details into
the paper clay using a pencil tip while
smoothing out the rough edges.
Adding bits of paper clay creates
more volume to the shape, remember
to roughen and then smooth over to
secure the additions.
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When your bird is finished, leave to air
dry. A ball of rough paper clay is set
under the tail for support. The colour
lightens while drying and is ready to
paint when it feels hard. Drying may
take a couple of days, depending on air
temperature and size.
Optional; a rub with some very fine
sandpaper and brush off the paper dust.
Glue in any loose pieces with PVA.

A coat of white acrylic
paint first helps
strengthen the look of the
colours over the top.
Acrylic paint is great for the first layer.
Gouache, watercolours, texas, and
opaque pens are good choices for
layering over the top
Select paint brushes that range from
large to small to help with broad areas
of coverage through to very fine.
Here the colours are in gouache.
Although you can use texta for the
detail. Basic textas are transparent
though so colours underneath will
effect the colour on top
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Finished. The shiney eye and flower
were made by painting a coat of PVA
glue over the top.
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Gather together the pieces you would like
to use for plinths or you can make your own.
Remember, a plinth is something for sitting artwork on; to add to
the story, to highlight, stabilise and protect. Here are some ideas
we tried. You could come up with many more by thinking about
using bigger things, natural things or even things outside your
home.
Finally, by adding a title you lead the viewer to consider your idea.
It helps to create a story or set a scene.
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Adding Legs
For the wren one piece of craft wire was bent into shape with two feet at both
ends of a centrally folded piece of wire. The fold was inserted into the body.
The join under the belly was smoothed over.
The magpie legs were treated similarly but covered with paper clay down to the
‘ankle’ and the two wire extensions were stuck into a smooth flat bottomed piece
of paper clay. The claws were added afterward with two small pieces of craft wire.

